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I am pleased to be joined in the admin of NW by Gary Edwards, who has less to do with Streetwatch
than before. In particular, he has analysed the monthly crime ‘stats for us:
Crime in Clifton during August has been limited to the burglary of a property on Shefford Road, this
occurred on 22nd Aug sometime around 4.30 pm. Additional crime problems involved Criminal
Damage to vehicles in Broad St and Interference with a motor vehicle in Knolls Way on 2nd and 11th of
Aug respectively. Criminal Damage to a dwelling was also recorded in Stockbridge Close at just before
6 pm 8th August.
I was also informed by a Clifton resident, who whilst walking his dog in the Whiston Cres locality, was
the subject of a vicious attack on his pet by a bull mastiff. The offending animal was eventually fought
off by the dog walker but not before severe puncture wounds had been inflicted on his pet which
required attention by a local vet. The matter was reported and investigated by our Community Police
but dog owners walking their pets in this vicinity should be aware of this potential threat.
Clifton residents might be interested to learn about “immobilize”. This is a free service that registers
belongings such as bikes, mobile phones, tools and anything else that has a serial number. Each item
you own will have a separate serial number and registering them online with “immobilise”, should
they ever be stolen and be recovered by our Police colleagues these items can be checked on the
database and can be returned back to you. For more information visit the website https://www.immobilise.com/
An alternative solution to help keep your valuables identified and safer, is to purchase “Smartwater”
from Terry Whiffen – details on our website as below, or by phone.
Following a request by residents, we have received permission to post a NW notice at the entrance of
Pedley Farm Close. If any other residents feel that such a sign would be of use, kindly make contact as
below. There are also some large dustbin NW stickers available – again, please contact.

Terry Whiffen 07482 790269

